1. Introduction

Pulp and paper wastewater often contains high levels of toxic pollutants such as resin acids, tannins, or what is produced during the manufacturing processes (e.g., chlorinated organic compounds). Commonly, pulp and paper wastewater requires secondary treatment consisting of physical treatment and biochemical treatment. However, the main indicators (COD, color, etc.) are still high even after the secondary treatment. Pollutants such as AOX, PAHs, and chromogenic lignin and its derivatives are still hard to degrade. Thus, extended treatment of the secondary effluent is critical.

Compared with traditional methods, the electrochemical method has become a hot focus due to its simplicity and ease of operation, high efficiency and eco-friendly characteristics. It provides a high efficiency for removing bio-refractory organic pollutants. Compared to conventional electrode methods, granulated electrodes in a 3D system have much shorter inter-electrode distances to allow faster electron transfer rates leading to faster remediation. Previous studies showed that 3D electrodes were successfully applied to treat various industrial wastewater such as petroleum refinery wastes, dye wastes, phenolic resin wastes, phenol wastes, and heavy metal-containing solutions. Although the materials of the granulated electrodes are quite different, they all have common characteristics such as high specific surface area, good chemical stability, and high conductivity.

Nanoscale zero-valent iron (nZVI), because of its high surface energy, high conductivity and large specific surface area, possesses a great potential to act as granulated electrodes. Unfortunately, nZVI granules are inclined to aggregate and oxidize, thus decreased their performance in application. Therefore, various immobilization strategies have been developed to solve this problem, such as chitosan-stabilized nZVI, montmorillonite-supported nZVI, and carboxymethyl cellulose (CMC) stabilized nZVI.

Bentonite is one of the abundant and low-cost clay minerals that possesses high adsorption, conductivity and stability. It has a unique layered structure which is suitable for the loading, fixation and padding of nZVI. In our previous research, we described the application of cetyl trimethyl ammonium bromide modified bentonite in a 3D system as granulated electrodes for the treatment of pulp and paper wastewater and achieved satisfactory results.

The purpose of this study was to synthesize bentonite-supported nanoscale zero-valent iron (B-nZVI) and apply it to a 3D electrode system as granulated electrodes to remediate pulp and paper wastewater. The whole process was divided into two parts: determination of optimum conditions in two-dimensional (2D) electrode system (part 1), followed by addition of B-nZVI into the 2D electrode system to form a 3D system for treatment of pulp and paper wastewater (part 2). The main impact factors including current density, electrolysis time,
distance of electrode plates, dosage of B-nZVI, and initial pH of wastewater on removal efficiency of COD and color were explored. To further verify the efficacy of 3D system, the wastewater before and after treatment was analyzed by gas chromatograph-mass spectrometry (GC-MS). Finally, a possible mechanism for the treatment of pulp and paper wastewater using 3D system with B-nZVI granulated electrodes was posited.

2. Materials and methods

2.1 Reagents

Sodium bentonite (Na-bentonite) was purchased from Guangfu chemical research institute (Tianjin, China). The cation exchange capacity (CEC) was 87.4 mmol/100 g. The chemical composition was qualified. Dichloromethane was chromatographic grade and other reagents were analytical grade, including iron(III) chloride hexahydrate (FeCl₃·6H₂O), sodium borohydride (NaBH₄), and ethyl alcohol.

Wastewater was from a pulp and paper mill secondary sedimentation tank, Yatai Senbo Co. Ltd, Shandong, China. Table 1 showed the main characteristics of the wastewater before and after treatment.

2.2 Synthesis

B-nZVI was synthesized using liquid-phase reduction method with bentonite as a support material.²⁹ First, to obtain B-nZVI (iron/bentonite mass ratio of 1 : 1), 4.84 g ferric chloride hexahydrate (FeCl₃·6H₂O) was dissolved in 50 mL mixture of absolute ethanol and distilled water (volume ratio was 4 : 1) and then 1.0 g of bentonite was added into it. The suspension was stirred for 10 min with the speed of 300 rpm, then 0.47 M NaBH₄ solution (100 mL) was added drop-wise (1–2 drops per s) into this mixture with vigorous stirring (500 rpm). Subsequently the mixture was stirred for another 20 min continuously. All of the processes should be carried out under N₂ atmosphere protection. The jet-black products were collected by vacuum filtration and needed to be rinsed three times quickly with pure water, then dried and used again.

As a comparison, nZVI was prepared using the same method without the addition of bentonite.

2.3 Optimization of the operational parameters

The difference between 2D system and 3D system was the addition of granulated electrodes (as can be seen in Fig. 1). In addition, the electrolysis of pulp and paper wastewater was conducted in an electrolytic reaction tank of 100 × 50 × 60 mm dimensions. Ruthenium/iridium coated titanium plates (50 × 1 × 65 mm) with good electrochemical stability were used as anode and cathode electrode plates and parallel to each other.

The optimization process mainly consisted of two parts: determination of optimum conditions for 2D electrode system (part 1) and 3D electrode system (part 2) for treatment of pulp and paper wastewater. During part 1, current density, electrolysis time and distance of electrode plates were selected as factors. They were adjusted between 10–50 mA cm⁻², 10–60 min, 3–6 cm, respectively. Subsequently, in part 2, under the optimum conditions obtained from 2D system, B-nZVI was added to form a 3D system (Fig. 1). The effects of B-nZVI dosage and initial pH of wastewater on removal efficiency of COD and color were also explored.

The volume of wastewater fed into the electrode reactor was 100 mL for each run. After each group experiments, the treated wastewater was filtered by 0.4 μm membrane for the following detection of COD and color removal efficiencies. Following each run, the electrode plates should be washed with 0.1 M HCl and pure water, then dried and used again.

2.4 Characterization of the feed and secondary sludge

XRD patterns of Na-bentonite, fresh B-nZVI and recovered B-nZVI (after ten runs) were measured by X-ray diffraction (D8-Advance, Bruker AXS Co. Ltd, German) at 40 kV and 40 mA in step scan mode. The diffraction angle: 10° to 80° at 5°(2θ)/min. SEM and EDS analyses were applied by the Scanning Microscope apparatus (Quanta 200, FEI, USA) in order to disclose the surface morphology of bentonite, nZVI and B-nZVI. The specific surface areas of bentonite, nZVI, B-nZVI and recovered B-nZVI (after ten runs) were detected by BET-N₂ adsorption method using BET surface area and a porosimetry analyzer (V-Sorb 2800P, Beijing, China). Conductivity of bentonite was measured by a 4-point probes resistivity measurement system (RTS-8, Guangzhou, China). The potential of zero charge (PZC) of bentonite, nZVI, fresh B-nZVI and recovered B-nZVI (after ten runs) was determined using a zeta charge detector (MuetteKanalgie m). The cation exchange capacity (CEC) of bentonite, fresh B-nZVI and recovered B-nZVI (after ten runs) was determined by ammonium acetate exchange method.

2.5 Characterization of water quality

The species and content of organic contaminants in the wastewater were detected by gas chromatograph-mass spectrometry (GC-MS-QP2010, SHIMADZU, Japan).

First, three samples of initial wastewater (the volume of each sample was 50 mL) were prepared, the pH value of one sample...
was adjusted to approach 2.0 with H₂SO₄ (the ratio with deionized water was 1 : 1) and another was adjusted to approach 12.0 with NaOH (10%). After standing for 20 minutes, three samples were filtered using 0.4 μm membrane. Next, dichloromethane (50 mL) and NaCl (0.2 g) were added into all samples to extract. It was necessary to shock the mixture (4 min) and stand for stratification (6 min). The extraction process was repeated twice, then three organic phases were collected and merged together. The merged organic phase was concentrated by rotary evaporation until its volume was less than 5 mL, then 0.2 g anhydrous Na₂SO₄ was added to dehydrate for 1 h. Finally, the organic phase was filtered using 0.22 μm membrane for GC-MS detection. Similarly, the wastewater treated under optimum electrolytic conditions was also extracted using the same process.

The chromatographic column was DB-5. The chromatographic test conditions were high purity helium and CV mode at 0.086 MPa; the temperature of the injection port was 250°C, the sample size was 1 μL and the split ratio was 30 : 1; the heating procedure was initial temperature of 40°C and heated up to 180°C at a temperature ramp of 10°C per min, then heated up to 280°C at a temperature ramp of 5°C per min and held for 5 min. The mass spectrometer conditions were 1.2 kV electron bombardment voltage, 70 eV E1 source electron bombardment energy, 30–550 amu mass scan range, and 3 min solvent delay.

Furthermore, pH was measured using a PHS-3C digital pH meter. COD was obtained through oxidation with K₂Cr₂O₇ under acidic conditions and titration analysis with (NH₄)₂Fe(SO₄)₂ aqueous solution according to the national criterion of PR China (GB11914-89). And color was obtained by the method of dilution multiple (GB11903-1989). Conductivity of the wastewater was measured by a conductivity instrument (DDS-11A, Shanghai, China). The concentration of hydrogen peroxide was measured using a p-hydroxyphenylacetic acid (POHPAA) method. The Total Dissolved Solid (TDS) was determined by gravimetry. The value of TDS can be obtained according to eqn (1)

\[ C = \frac{(W_1 - W_2) \times 1000 \times 1000}{V} \]  

where \( C \) is the total dissolved solids of the wastewater (mg L⁻¹), \( W_1 \) is the total mass of evaporating dish and TDS (g), \( W_2 \) is the mass of free evaporating dish (g), \( V \) is the volume of the wastewater (mL).

3. Results and discussion

3.1 Characterization

3.1.1 Conductivity. The conductivity was detected by 4-point probes resistivity measurement system. As a result, the conductivity of B-nZVI was 15.9 \( 10^{-3} \) S cm⁻¹ which was better than that of Na-bentonite (0.3 \( 10^{-3} \) S cm⁻¹) and activated carbon (12.5 \( 10^{-3} \) S cm⁻¹). So B-nZVI was more suitable to play the role of granulated electrode in 3D electrode system for treatment of wastewater.

3.1.2 XRD. The XRD patterns of Na-bentonite, fresh B-nZVI and recovered B-nZVI after reaction were shown in Fig. 2.

The XRD of B-nZVI contained a diffraction peak at 2θ = 44.9° corresponding to the formation of Fe⁰ (Fig. 2b). The γ-Fe₂O₃

![Fig. 2 XRD patterns. (a) Na-bentonite; (b) Fresh B-nZVI; (c) recovered B-nZVI.](image-url)
and Fe₃O₄ (2θ = 35.5°) can be detected in the sample after reaction (Fig. 2c), which was due to the transformation of Fe⁰ to Fe²⁺/Fe³⁺.

The interlayer spacing of bentonite was calculated according to Bragg equation (eqn (2))

\[ 2d \sin \theta = n \lambda \]  
where \( d \) is the value of interlayer spacing, \( \theta \) is the diffraction angle of the characteristic peak, \( n \) is the diffraction order and its value is 1, \( \lambda \) is the diffraction wavelength of 0.15 nm.

The \( d_{(001)} \) of Na-bentonite (Fig. 2a) was 1.258 nm and the \( d_{(001)} \) of fresh B-nZVI (Fig. 2b) was 1.795 nm, which indicated that the layer spacing of the bentonite widened due to the insertion of Fe⁰. However, after reaction, because of the transformation of Fe⁰ in the sandwich of bentonite to Fe²⁺/Fe³⁺, the \( d_{(001)} \) of recovered B-nZVI decreased (Fig. 2c). Therefore, it was concluded that Fe⁰ particles were successfully generated and part of them inserted into the interlayer of the bentonite.

3.1.3 SEM and EDS. A dense surface is evident in Fig. 3a in which porous and lamellar structures possessing adsorption capacity were formed. In Fig. 3b, aggregation of nZVI was found, this was caused by van der Waal’s forces and magnetic attraction between Fe⁰ particles. The aggregation reduced the reactive activity of nZVI. This explained why nZVI are commonly fixed on support materials such as biochar, starch, and kaolinite for reducing the aggregation and increasing mechanical strength of nZVI. Fig. 3c showed nZVI particles had evenly dispersed on the surface of bentonite and aggregation greatly weakened. The distribution of iron on bentonite surface was characterized by EDS (Fig. 3d), result found iron particles distributed uniformly on the bentonite surface. This further proved bentonite was able to disperse Fe⁰ particles and could prevent the aggregation of nZVI effectively.

3.1.4 BET-N₂. The specific surface areas of bentonite, nZVI, fresh B-nZVI and recovered B-nZVI were obtained by a BET-N₂ surface area analyzer. The surface area of B-nZVI was 53 m² g⁻¹, which was larger than that of nZVI (33.5 m² g⁻¹). Therefore, the application of unsupported nZVI was limited in remediation activities. The results further indicated that nZVI was effectively dispersed on the surface of bentonite, some nZVI was embedded into the interlayer of the bentonite successfully. The aggregation of nZVI was relieved prominently. After ten runs, the surface area of B-nZVI was reduced to 21.2 m² g⁻¹ due to the consumption of nZVI.

3.1.5 PZC and CEC. The PZC of bentonite, nZVI, fresh B-nZVI and recovered B-nZVI was 3.5, 8.6, 7.3 and 5.2, respectively. As can be seen, the PZC of B-nZVI is larger than that of bentonite which was due to the evenly disperse of nZVI, this facilitated the anionic contaminants adsorbed on B-nZVI. After ten runs, the PZC of B-nZVI decreased compared with fresh B-nZVI, the main reason was the consumption of nZVI during the electrolysis process. Saturated adsorption of cationic contaminants on B-nZVI might be another reason.

The CEC of bentonite, fresh B-nZVI and recovered B-nZVI was 87.4 mmol/100 g, 62.5 mmol/100 g, 26.2 mmol/100 g, respectively. Results showed the CEC of B-nZVI was decreased compared with bentonite, this might due to the insertion of nZVI particles in layered structure of bentonite. However, the insertion of nZVI could also enhance the reducing ability and reactivity of B-nZVI. After ten runs, the CEC of B-nZVI was greatly decreased, this was because the saturated adsorption was achieved.

In conclusion, B-nZVI has both advantages of bentonite and nZVI.

3.2 Optimization of the operational parameters of 2D electrode system
A series of single factor experiments were undertaken to determine the optimum conditions for 2D electrode system, including current density, electrolysis time, and electrode plates distance.
3.2.1 Effect of current density. The electrolysis was conducted with 4 cm electrode plates distance, stirring speed = 120 rpm, current density from 10 mA cm$^{-2}$ to 50 mA cm$^{-2}$, initial pH = 8.0 (original wastewater), and electrolysis time = 50 min. The results were shown in Fig. 4a. The increase of current density lead to an increasing trend in COD removal rate and decolorization rate. This was due to the transfer rate of electrons increased substantially with the increase of current density, thereby enhanced the oxidation rate and reduction rate of pollutants. However, the removal efficiency of COD and color was not significant when the current density exceeded 40 mA cm$^{-2}$, this indicated excessive amounts of oxygen and hydrogen bubbles generated from the electrolysis of wastewater restrained contact of pollutants with the electrodes.$^5$ The optimal applied current density in the 2D system was 40 mA cm$^{-2}$ to yield COD and color removal efficiencies of 48.5% and 59.5%, respectively, at an energy consumption of 10 kW h m$^{-3}$ after 50 min.

3.2.2 Effect of electrolysis time. First, the electrolysis experiment was conducted at initial pH = 8.0, 40 mA cm$^{-2}$, 4 cm electrode plates distance, stirring speed = 120 rpm, and electrolysis time varied from 10 min to 60 min (Fig. 4b).

It was evident that a prolongation in electrolysis time led to an increase of COD removal and decolorization rate prior to 50 min. Yet, an extension of electrolysis time did not afford an obvious change. This trend was due to a decline in contact of pollutants with the electrodes.$^5$

Fig. 4 Single factor experiments: (a) effect of current density; (b) effect of electrolysis time; (c) effect of electrode plates distance; (d) effect of dosage of B-nZVI; (e) effect of initial wastewater pH and its change before and after reaction; (f) effect of batch run times.
pollutants with the electrodes surface until 50 min at which point intractable by-products from incomplete oxidation of pollutants may level off the trend.

The optimum electrolysis time was 50 min where the COD and color removal efficiencies were 51.5% and 60.0%, respectively.

3.3 Optimization of the operational parameters of 3D electrode system

3.3.1 Effect of dosage of B-nZVI. The main focus of this part is to investigate the effect of the dosage of B-nZVI on COD removal and decolorization rate of pulp and paper wastewater. Thus, different dosage (0.5 g L\(^{-1}\) to 4 g L\(^{-1}\)) of B-nZVI granular electrodes were added to 100 mL of wastewater (Fig. 4d).

When the dosage was less than 2 g L\(^{-1}\), increases in COD removal and decolorization rate were very sharp; however, there was a slight decline when the dosage exceeded 2 g L\(^{-1}\). Consequently, the maximum COD removal rate and decolorization rate were 80.1% and 90.0%, respectively. When the dosage was less than 2 g L\(^{-1}\), the effective surface area of granulated electrodes increased with the increase of particle dosage. Furthermore, the transfer paths of electrons between plates were also be shortened, thus enhanced the efficiency of degradation. However, if the dosage of granulated electrodes increased to a certain extent (2 g L\(^{-1}\)), the number of suspended particles which was acted as working 3D electrodes would no longer increased. This could be attributed to two reasons: first, B-nZVI granules aggregated with increasing the dosage, hence total surface area decreased and diffusion path length of organic pollutants increased; second, the increase in B-nZVI dosage led to unsaturation adsorption sites, and many nanoscale zero-valent iron granules were oxidized to Fe\(_2\)O\(_3\) and Fe\(_3\)O\(_4\), thus resulted in the decrease of equilibrium adsorption capacity and reduction capacity of B-nZVI. The optimal dosage of B-nZVI was found to be 2 g L\(^{-1}\).

3.3.2 Effect of initial pH of pulp and paper wastewater. pH was critical because it might affect the ionization state of B-nZVI and may trigger Fenton reactions in the 3D system in the presence of iron. Therefore, the initial pH of the target wastewater needed adjust during the process (Fig. 4e). When pH = 3.0, the highest removal efficiency of COD and color could reach 85.1% and 97.5%, respectively. During electrolysis, hydrogen peroxide would be generated through reduction of O\(_2\) under acidic conditions and an indirect Fenton reaction would take place between added Fe\(_6\) and H\(_2\)O\(_2\) to generate hydroxyl radicals.\(^{28,30}\) Meanwhile, Fe\(_{2+}\) was transformed to Fe\(_{3+}\) for the reaction with H\(_2\)O\(_2\) and the oxidation at anode. In turn, Fe\(_{2+}\) could be regenerated by the reduction of Fe\(_{3+}\) at cathode and the reactions of Fe\(_{3+}\) with organic radicals and H\(_2\)O\(_2\), such a cycle could provide sufficient Fe\(_{2+}\) for further Fenton reaction and effectively decreased the consumption of B-nZVI.\(^{31}\)

When pH = 2.0, removal efficiency of COD and color was lower, the phenomenon can be attributed to that the saturated hydrogen ions providing a proton for H\(_2\)O\(_2\) to form hydroxonium ions (H\(_2\)O\(_2^+\), eqn (3)), which reduced the reactivity of H\(_2\)O\(_2\).\(^{22,23}\) Furthermore, [Fe\(_2\)(H\(_2\)O)\(_6\)]\(_{2+}\) and [Fe\(_3\)(H\(_2\)O)\(_6\)]\(_{3+}\) were the main species of Fe\(_{2+}\)/Fe\(_{3+}\) in solution at lower pH, which reacted slowly with H\(_2\)O\(_2\).\(^{34}\) Additionally, the scavenging effect of the ‘OH by H’ was severe (eqn (4)).\(^{35,37}\) Thus, too low pH would weaken the degradation efficiency of pollutants. When pH increased from 4.0 to 8.0, the removal efficiencies of COD and color were decreased, not only by the decomposition of H\(_2\)O\(_2\),\(^{38,39}\) but also due to the formation of ferric hydroxide complexes.\(^{40}\)

\[\text{H}_2\text{O}_2 + \text{H}^+ \rightarrow \text{H}_2\text{O}_2^+ \quad (3)\]

\[\text{'OH} + \text{H}^+ + \text{e}^- \rightarrow \text{H}_2\text{O} \quad (4)\]

pH of the wastewater varied with the change of the concentration of H\(^{+}\). As shown in Fig. 4e, pH of every group increased after reaction, especially under the acidic conditions. The most obvious change of pH was at pH = 3.0. Fig. 4e also showed H\(_2\)O\(_2\) concentration variation with B-nZVI dosage of 2 g L\(^{-1}\). As can be seen, when pH = 3.0, the concentration of hydrogen peroxide reached its maximum, which was accumulated to 0.73 mmol L\(^{-1}\) at 50 min. The results indicated that the lower
pH contributed to the generation of hydrogen peroxide. In other words, the main reason for the high removal efficiencies of COD and color at lower pH is the occurrence of Fenton reaction.

3.3.3 Effect of run times on the degradation of COD and color. The reusability of the B-nZVI granules was tested under calculated optimum conditions (Fig. 4f). The removal efficiency of COD and color decreased with increases in run times although they were high. This was likely because Fe⁰ was oxidized to be Fe²⁺ and Fe³⁺ continuously, thus reducing the reducing ability of nZVI and the generation of hydrogen peroxide. However B-nZVI was stable enough to retain its activity.

3.4 Control experiments

Under the optimum conditions concluded above, the treatment experiments of pulp and paper wastewater using 2D system and B-nZVI alone without current were conducted. As a result, when current density = 40 mA cm⁻², electrolysis time = 50 min, electrode plates distance = 4 cm, pH = 3.0 with stirring speed = 120 rpm, the removal efficiencies of COD and color using 2D system were 50.1% and 61.2%, respectively. Without applying current, when pH = 3.0, B-nZVI dosage = 2 g L⁻¹ with stirring = 120 rpm, the removal efficiencies of COD and color using B-nZVI alone were 21.5% and 26.2%, respectively.

As can be seen, the removal efficiency of COD and color using 3D system was better than the sum of the removal efficiency using 2D system and B-nZVI alone without current, the results indicated the existence of Fenton reaction, that is, hydroxyl radicals played an important role in 3D system.

3.5 Analysis of GC-MS

Fig. 5 showed the change of organic pollutants in initial and treated wastewater. The initial wastewater mainly contained toxic organic pollutants such as tetradecane, hexadecane, and octadecane as well as polycyclic aromatic hydrocarbons (PAHs, e.g., naphthalene). Following 3D electrode system tertiary treatment, most toxic and harmful substances decreased significantly. The results indicated that 3D system equipped with B-nZVI granules were much efficient to degrade pulp and paper wastewater.

3.6 Modelling of analytical results

Fig. 6 shows a possible degradation mechanism including electrolysis, adsorption and reduction of B-nZVI in pulp and paper wastewater. Because of decrease of initial pH, the Fenton-like reaction may be a critical reason for the degradation of organic compounds.

In 3D electrode system, when B-nZVI was added, its larger specific surface area and perfect conductivity, help to increase the rate of electron transfer sharply. The organic pollutants and its intermediates may be adsorbed by B-nZVI followed by combination of Fe⁰ with the organic molecules and a reduction reaction happened. Unsaturated bonds in chromophores (colored) (principally from C=C, C=O and benzene) will be reduced by Fe⁰ and thus decrease the color of the wastewater.

B-nZVI will be oxidized to Fe²⁺ by O₂ (eqn (5)). The initial pH of the pulp and paper wastewater provides a chance for a Fenton-like reaction between B-nZVI and hydrogen peroxide.

![Possible mechanism of degradation of organic pollutants in 3D electrode system.](image-url)
(H₂O₂). O₂ will be reduced by H⁺ and generate H₂O₂ (eqn (6)) on the cathode side. Therefore, plenty of OH⁺ with strong oxidizing power will be generated from the Fenton reaction between H₂O₂ and Fe²⁺ (eqn (7)). ¹ Meanwhile, Fe³⁺ appears instantly being reduced to be Fe²⁺ to continue a cycle. Therefore, such a cycle can not only reduce the consumption of nZVI, but also oxidize organic substances efficiently.

\[
2\text{Fe}^0 + \text{O}_2 + 2\text{H}_2\text{O} \rightarrow 2\text{Fe}^{2+} + 4\text{OH}^- \\
\text{O}_2 + 2\text{H}^+ + 2e^- \rightarrow \text{H}_2\text{O}_2 \\
\text{Fe}^{2+} + \text{H}_2\text{O}_2 \rightarrow \text{OH}^- + \text{OH}^- + \text{Fe}^{3+}
\]

4. Conclusions

The 3D electrode system consisting of a ruthenium/iridium coated titanium cathode and anode and B-nZVI granular electrodes is very effective for the remediation of pulp and paper wastewater. SEM and EDS suggest the layered structure of bentonite can reduce the aggregation of nZVI effectively. XRD illustrates that the bentonite may prevent nZVI from oxidation whereas BET-N₂ indicates B-nZVI has a much larger surface area than bare nZVI. The results of PZC and CEC suggest that B-nZVI has good adsorption performance and reactivity for the pollutants in wastewater. The COD value of the wastewater decreased from 296 mg L⁻¹ to 59 mg L⁻¹ while the decolorization rate reached 90.0% at conditions of current density = 40 mA cm⁻², electrolysis time = 50 min, electrode plates distance = 4 cm, and dosage of B-nZVI = 2 g L⁻¹. When the initial pH of wastewater was 3.0, because of the Fenton-like reaction, the maximum removal rate of COD was 85.1% (COD = 44 mg L⁻¹) and the decolorization rate of wastewater was 97.5%. The results of GC-MS proved that the 3D electrode system was efficient to remove organic substances in pulp and paper wastewater. Results proved B-nZVI filled 3D electrode system was an effective technology in the treatment of pulp and paper wastewater. It was found that the COD and color attained US EPA discharge standards (GB3544-2008) for the pulp and paper industry.
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